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setting the tone for any new class
randall S davis
tokyo gaigogaego business academy

starting off a new class at the beginning of a year can often be full of intricate
and often perplexing tasks how to learn students names in classes of up to eighty
students or more how to juggle grading and taking attendance in a systematic way
how to explain the objectives of the class how to get students to do homework and
how to maintain interest even during the waning moments of the class does any of
this sound familiar

yet while our main objective as teachers is to guide our students to the promised
land of language mastery we often perish because we dont start our quest with a clear
agenda or management strategy on how to reach our destination this failure to set up
some kind of routine or plan is akin to the blind leading the blind in the end
everyone is left holding an empty bag in order to avoid such pitfalls this article will
suggest ways on how to cut through some of the routine tasks in a more systematic
way while allowing teachers to concentrate on their primary responsibility of
teaching the following seven points are ways to manage your classes more smoothly
from the very first day

connecting a face with a name
nothing is more daunting than to enter a classroom of more than fifty students or

moremoreinin an english conversation class As part of the first few classes getting to

know students is one of high priority and while folding name cards often works well
for smaller classes they are impractical in bigger classes for the simple reason that
they are difficult to see from the front of the room therefore one way to leamlearn names
quickly is to assign seats either by allowing students to choose their own seats or by
alphabetical order in addition to seating charts teachers can hand out a small index
card and have the students answer a few question about their interests

in my own classes I1 ask the students to fill out the card attach a current picture
to it and return it to me the following class As the class progresses I1 find myself
constantly referring to these cards to remember students interests and hobbies when
the appropriate topic comes up in class in addition students are always astonished to

know that I1 actually review the cards when their birthdays roll around in other words
it is one way I1 am able to show students that I1 am interested in them and in touch
with what is going on in their lives

if you are dealing with a smaller class getting to know students individually can
be accomplished in part by arranging the seats in a horseshoe in the traditional
classroom tables and chairs are set up in rows facing the front creating a barrier
between the teacher and the candenstudentsvandenLs while this works well for lectures it isnt ideal
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for a language class no one carries on a conversation from fifteen feet away so we
shouldnt try to do the same thing in an english conversation class either this
horseshoe arrangement allows teachers to come right up to a student and engage in a
conversation in addition since students are all facing each other the problem of
students not catching what others are saying is minimized furthermore each
student can see thediedle face of every one else in the group see the other students name
cards and call thediedle other students by name

list of key expressions
it is often said that japanese students are shy and dont participate in class

because they are not used to teacher directed questions but it would be premature to
say that this is due to some inherent cultural package that is part of being japanese
rather whether we are learning spanish french or swahili everyone feels a little
hesitant to jump into the language arena and start talking therefore teachers can
facilitate the language process from day one by providing students with a list of key
expressions or phrases they can use when they are at a loss

when you understand when youre at a loss

I1 see im not sure what you mean
all right I1 know what you mean what does deadendead enend mean
uh huh in other words uh
I1 got it huh rising intonation
I1 understand I1 dont understand

checking understanding when you are thinking

do mean thatyou hmmamm voice atrailstralisailsallsalis offdo meanyou uhhhUhhhdo you know what I1 mean let me think

figure 1

once students are acquainted with these expressions teachers should provide
focused activities throughout the year where students can make use of this lingo in
the class since I1 have made this an integral part of my classroom routine I1 have
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noticed that students depend upon each other less and are more willing to ask me a
question when they are at a loss

keeping track of student records
one of the things that often cuts into classroom activities is taking attendance at

the beginning of class instead of methodically reading students names one by one
teachers can quickly look around the room and jot down the date the students were
absent on their corresponding index cards while the other students are engaged in
some classroom activity later this information can be transferred to the official
role sheet at the end of the class if there is no designated attendance policy teachers
should consider devising their own to encourage regular attendance one such method
would be to designate a certain percentage of the grade to attendance and hold students
to it by calculating this percentage according to the number of times they miss an
A for fewer than three absences a B for less than six absences and so on

arriving late to class two times could be counted as one absence

in addition to attendance if participation is taken into account in the final grade
teachers can make small checks or vertical slashes directly on the seating chart
quickly and easily without losing a step in the classroom routine furthermore
students grades can also be written down on the seating chart if there is enough space
allotted for them if not students grades can be written on the backside of their index
cards or in a separate grading book

explaining classroom procedures and grading
after you have written up your class syllabus the next step is to present it to

the class what is often the case is that teachers hand out a class syllabus and go over
it point by point during the first class however it is sometimes questionable if the
students really digest what they are hearing or what they are reading on paper
especially in low level classes it is often not until students come to you weeks later
asking about the information on the syllabus that you realize they didnt catch it the
first time bresnihan 1993 suggests presenting this kind of information in a
dictation or clozealoze exercise on the first day of class he suggests dividing the class up

into groups and having each student dictate a small part of the syllabus to the rest of
the group instead of giving each student a copy of the dictation tape pieces of the
dictation up on the podium so the students will have to memorize their parts and
return to the group and recite it afterwards have the groups compare what each has
written

teachers should let students know what will be covered during the school term
and what academic yardstick will be used to measure their progress providing
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students with a general course syllabus outlining the tasks they are required to
complete is one effective way to show students the teacher has a well defined plan for
the year As part of this outline a list of testing instruments including papers tests
quizzes and attendance should be included in addition to these items a list of
classroom procedures relating to makeupmake up work asking questions and tips on taking
notes would also be useful these things that would seem like common sense to the
foreign instructor are not so evident to the student

getting students to do homework
teachers always hope that students will be motivated to do homework because

they are internally driven to learn of course teachers can go a long way in

encouraging this kind of behavior by providing meaningful and interesting
assignments students will enjoy doing however most students must somehow be
manipulated into doing the work by other means like tying a certain percentage of the
grade to classroom assignments then as you make homework assignments make
sure they are relevant to the material being covered in class if students see that the

work is satisfying a current need they will be more willing to do it too sometimes
the teacher can collect the homework to see if is done correctly other times the
teacher can walk around the room and visually check and note who has done it and
who hasnt I1 often carry around the attendance sheet and put a check by the names of
the students who havent done the assignment whether it is the teachers intention to
record this check or not is sometimes irrelevant it shows the students that you are
making note of their work and they will just assume that it goes against them if the

havent completed the assignment

one point lessons
one dilemma teachers find themselves in is what to do during the closing

minutes of the class one sure sign students are losing interest is when you see
students shuffling their books or when the topic of conversation turns to the days
lunch menu instead of finishing class early teachers can have a one point lesson at
the end of every class the purpose of the one point lesson is to share with the
students one facet of foreign culture or language during the last few minutes of class
I1 try to select topics that are sometimes unusual thoughthought t provoking or of
high interest value one such topic that students find both amusing and informative
is the idea of bathroom facilities in japan students always ask to use the toilet
instead of the bathroom as commonly referred to in north america while any
north american would understand the japanese speakers intentions there are
alternative words that would be more appropriate in this situation japanese students
erroneously assume that when they say toilet they are speaking of the place not
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the bathroom fixture then I1 ask students how they would react if a foreigner
visiting their house in japan used the equivalent word of toilet in japanese they
quickly catch on finally I1 try to personalize this lesson by sharing any related
experiences to tie these ideas together in a short time teachers should be able to
come up with twentyfivetwenty five short five minute mini lessons for their classes

coming up with a clear teaching agenda or management plan is just as
important as the material you are teaching by creating an atmosphere of mutual
understanding friendship and trust students can spend more time on learning and
teachers can devote more time to teaching everyone comes out ahead in the end
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